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2014 Survey Highlights
Ten properties were requested for piloting surveys; fourteen landowner permissions given.
Nine properties were surveyed three times, once each in April, May and June.
Four additional properties received two rounds of surveys.
Approximately 4,000 acres were surveyed each month from April to June.
A total of 4,819 bird detections representing 130 species were documented.
1,116 waterbirds and 1,427 waterfowl were detected.
Target species (i.e. water-dependent birds) were documented on all properties, with the
majority of detections occurring during the April round of surveys.
»» Secretive marsh-dwelling birds such as American and Least Bittern, Green Heron, and
several Rail species were detected on some properties.

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
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Introduction
The status and distribution of most marsh-dwelling birds in Missouri is not well known. Given
the relative inaccessibility of wetland habitats and the secretive nature of many marsh bird
species, accurate population estimates and detailed information about habitat use are often
lacking and are difficult to obtain (Conway and Nadeau 2005.) This is due largely to the lack
of an effective monitoring program. Marsh-dwelling birds are under-sampled by large-scale
monitoring programs such as the Breeding Bird Survey (BBS; Sauer et al. 2008). Most bird
monitoring programs are conducted from roadways, which are typically located away from
suitable marsh bird habitat (Conway and Gibbs 2001).
Most marsh bird populations are in decline and are listed as species of conservation
concern by federal, state, and local agencies. For example, Yellow Rail, Black Rail, and King
Rail are identified as threatened or “watchlist” species by most agencies. In Missouri, two
species (American bittern and King Rail) are considered threatened. The recent State of the
Birds Report (Cornell Lab of Ornithology 2014) indicates that some wetland bird species are
undergoing population increases thanks to the Wetlands Reserve Program (WRP) as well as
improved management on public lands. However, the status and trends of many shorebird and
wading bird species continue to be a concern, and there is very little known about some of the
more secretive marsh-dwelling species, such as Rails and Bitterns.
In 2012, the Missouri River Bird Observatory (MRBO) conducted a large-scale marsh
bird monitoring project on public and private lands in Missouri using standard national protocol
that involved a stratified random sampling design (Duke 2013). Due to the status of many target
species (e.g., Rails) as rare and patchy in their distribution, we have since modified the protocol
to provide extensive coverage of emergent marsh habitat. In 2014, we designed the monitoring
project to cover only WRP lands, which are believed to contribute enormously to wetland bird
habitat in Missouri. The goals of the 2014 pilot year were to test the new sampling protocol and
to develop a useful landowner outreach component in partnership with the NRCS.
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METHODS
In early 2014, NRCS Wetland Emphasis Team biologists were asked to suggest one to several WRPs within their region
for pilot surveys. WRPs were chosen based on quality and the potential for landowner agreement. MRBO requested a
sample of 10 properties; we were provided with 14 WRPs which landowners agreed to have surveyed.
Following protocol that MRBO developed for prairie birds in partnership with the Missouri Department
of Conservation (MDC) and the National Audubon Society (Ripper et al. 2013), we designed transect surveys in
combination with spot-mapping to document all bird species on WRPs. Transects were systematically laid to maximize
coverage of emergent marsh and mudflat habitat on each WRP.
We incorporated some elements of standardized national protocol (Conway 2009) by using established survey
rounds wherein Round 1 was conducted in April, Round 2 in May, and Round 3 in June. We attempted to survey more
southerly sites earlier in each month when logistically feasible. Also in keeping with standard protocol, we conducted a
series of audio playbacks in attempts to elicit responses from the most secretive marsh-dwelling species. This playback
sequence, initiated at the mid-point of each transect, included American and Least Bitterns, Sora, and Yellow, Virginia,
King, and Black Rails.
Surveys began half an hour before sunrise and continued for 3.5 hours. This resulted in a maximum of five
transects covered each day, depending on transect length. Observers walked each transect at approximately one mile/
hour, and recorded all birds seen and heard on an iPad using the iGIS application (Geometry 2012) with modifications.
Bird location data from iPads were downloaded on a daily basis to ESRI Geographic Information System (GIS) ArcMap
10.2, which allowed spatial mapping of all bird locations on a property as well as automated calculations of distance
from transect line for further analyses.
Without readily available data on vegetation type or daily water depth on WRPs, surveyors took simple habitat
data to include basic vegetation type and an estimated percentage of water cover on each transect (see chart, below
right).
Data were compiled into lists of birds detected on each property as well as counts of target species (i.e. waterobligate birds; see page 24 for a list of waterbird classifications). We used Program Distance to generate density and
abundance estimates for waterbird and waterfowl guilds where we documented more than 50 observations within a
round. Detectability and density models were chosen based on AIC values generated by Distance (Buckland et al.
2001). We also estimated density of waterbirds, waterfowl, and all species
Water presence/absence classification
combined in the context of water and vegetation characteristics. Additional
1 = 60% + of transect in standing water
data analysis on non-abundant waterbird species (e.g. Bitterns) is currently
2 = 20 – 60% in standing water
being performed using Occupancy Modeling by a University of Central
3 = <20%; water present only in
Missouri graduate student.
intermittent pools
4 = no water on transect

Marsh Wren, one of the wetland-obligate survey species.
Photo courtesy of Doug Backlund.
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Vegetation type classification
GR = non-wetland grasses
MA = emergent marsh with wetlandobligate plants
WD = woody
SH = shrub/scrub
AG = agriculture
OW = open water
MX 1= mix of agriculture & grass
MX2 = mix of agriculture & woody
MX3 = mix of grass & woody
MX4 = mix of marsh & woody
MX5 = mix of 3 or more habitat types
MX6 = mix of open water and other
habitat type

Results
Surveys were conducted between 15-18 April, 19-25 May and 18-24 June in the Bootheel (Bootheel 1, 2 and 3), and between 23-27
April, 6-25 May and 8-27 June in the Central region (Central 1-5). Surveys were conducted on the southwest Missouri property
(SW1) on 29 April, 31 May, and 28 June; SW1 also received an additional survey on 12 July. The northeast Missouri property
was surveyed 26 April and 20 June (NE1). We were unable to conduct surveys on one northwest Missouri property this year due
to logistic and financial constraints, as it was located far from any other survey property. The Bootheel1, ECentral1, Bootheel2,
Central1, ECentral2, Central3, and ECentral3 properties each received three survey visits. The Central2, Central4 and Central5
properties received May and June visits.
Over 4,800 individual birds were detected on transect surveys.
Waterbirds
and waterfowl comprised more than half of this total. Nearly
Total number of birds (all species) detected
3,000
total
detections
representing 89 species occurred during Round 1
at each property by round.
(April). Of these, 20 species were wintering birds or passage migrants
that do not breed in Missouri. Collectively, an additional 31 species were
Round Round Round
documented during the breeding season portion of May and June, for a
1
2
3
Total
total of 92 species detected in Round 2 and 63 species in Round 3.
Bootheel1
379
180
86
645
The most commonly detected wetland species were Northern
ECentral1
261
75
91
427
Shovelers and Blue-winged Teal during Round 1. We also document a
large number of shorebirds, including Pectoral Sandpipers, Greater and
Bootheel2
602
49
42
693
Lesser Yellowlegs, and Solitary Sandpiper. All WRPs had some shorebird
Central1
231
43
72
346
use during the April migration period.
ECentral2
193
29
17
239
Secretive marsh birds remained scarce. The most numerous marshCentral2
NS
42
178
220
obligate species were American Coot and Sora. Virginia Rail was
detected at the Central1, Central3, and SW1 properties. A King Rail was
Bootheel3
274
145
157
576
also detected on SW1. Two Black Rails were heard calling back and forth
Central3
432
99
78
609
on the ECentral1 WRP during the Round 2 survey. Less secretive species,
Central4
NS
34
17
51
such as Green Heron and Least and American Bittern were detected on
Schuetz
100
NS
27
127
many WRPs.
Presence and abundance of most species, not limited to waterbirds and
ECentral3
185
38
31
254
waterfowl, was correlated with the presence of water on transects (graphs,
SW1
270
36
167
473
page 6). The habitat types with the highest average number of birds
Central5
NS
102
57
159
detected per transect were marsh, agriculture-grass mix (MX1; a habitat
Grand Total 2927
872
1020
4819
strongly associated with standing water during April surveys), grass-wood
mix (MX3), and open water adjacent to other habitat types (MX6).
Number of detections in the marshbird guild at each property
during survey rounds.

Bootheel1
ECentral1
Bootheel2
Central1
ECentral2
Central2
Bootheel3
Central3
Central4
Schuetz
ECentral3
SW1
Central5

Round 1
10
20
83
8
3
NS
27
13
NS
6
2
12
NS

Round 2
0
7
0
4
0
0
3
11
0
NS
2
1
0

Round 3
0
1
0
5
3
1
0
2
0
0
2
1
0

Total
10
28
83
17
6
1
30
26
0
6
6
14
0

184
28
15
227
NS indicates property was not surveyed during that round.
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Results
Detections (n) within the waterbird and waterfowl guilds (see page 24 for classification
of waterbirds) at each property during survey rounds. Density (d) and property-wide
abundance (N) estimates provided where sample size is >50 for a property within a round.
Property
Bootheel1
ECentral1
Bootheel2
Central1
ECentral2
Central2
Bootheel3
Central3
Central4
Schuetz
ECentral3
SW1
Central5
All Properties

Guild

n
Round 1

d/N

n
Round 2

d/N

n
Round 3

Waterbirds

112

1.16/781

62

0.65/455

2

176

Waterfowl

188

1.35/946

6

1

195

Waterbirds

60

0.53/213

11

2

73

Waterfowl

76

0.48/195

10

10

96

Waterbirds

182

CV

1

0

183

Waterfowl

352

1.53/433

0

0

352

Waterbirds

58

0.79/199

14

17

89

Waterfowl

70

0.69/173

19

3

92

Waterbirds

9

1

4

14

Waterfowl

90

11

1

102

Waterbirds

NS

4

5

9

Waterfowl

NS

0

1

1

Waterbirds

81

0.52/476

3

4

88

Waterfowl

41

0.19/174

2

0

43

Waterbirds

119

1.03/257

58

9

186

Waterfowl

280

1.75/437

13

0

293

Waterbirds

NS

6

1

7

Waterfowl

NS

4

0

4

Waterbirds

39

NS

1

40

Waterfowl

30

NS

1

31

Waterbirds

30

2

2

34

Waterfowl

99

CV

15

0

114

Waterbirds

131

0.65/608

7

46

184

Waterfowl

77

0.27/258

0

9

86

Waterbirds

NS

30

3

33

Waterfowl
Total Waterbirds

NS
821

17
199

1
96

3.14/245

0.44/2013

0.67/168

0.14/641

d/N

18
0.07/324 1116

Total Waterfowl 1303 0.74/3387
97
0.07/312
27
CV = Coefficient of Variance higher than 30%, indicating invalid models.
NS indicates property was not surveyed during that round.
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Total

1427

Results

Top right: The number of
survey transects that fell into
water categories 1 through 4
during survey rounds in April
(1), May (2) and June (3).

50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Round 1
Round 2
Round 3

1

2

3

4

Transects in Water Category

70
60
50
40

Bottom right: The number
of transects within each
water category and the
average number of detections
per transect within water
categories. Data are pooled
from all survey rounds in this
figure.

Number of Transects

30
20

Average Detections/
Transect

10
0
1

2

3

4

Category

Density (birds/acre) across all properties by water class as
observed on each transect. Data pooled from all rounds.
Water Class Water Class Water Class Water Class
1
2
3
4
Waterbirds
0.372
0.460
0.176
0.042
Waterfowl
0.612
0.788
0.113
0.002
All Species
1.880
2.540
1.067
0.867

To access all raw data, additional charts and graphs for analyses on all 2014 bird detections, please visit:
www.mrbo.org/wetlandstewardship/. You will be prompted for a password that
can be provided by your NRCS team supervisor.
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Discussion
The 2014 pilot survey season demonstrates the utility and future possibility of MRBO’s improved wetland bird monitoring
protocol. This survey season was conducted without dedicated funding or full-time staff support, however we reached more
than 90% of our acreage coverage goal and amassed several thousand bird detections. Not only were sample sizes in the
waterbird and waterfowl guilds high enough to generate density and abundance estimates for many properties, the results
are presentable to WRP landowners as a positive return on their investment. We believe that the maps and reports generated
for each landowner will assist in increasing their awareness for, and stewardship of, non-game birds. The WRPs visited by
MRBO surveyors in 2014 certainly seem to be the “cream of the crop” in terms of their contribution to bird conservation.
While the properties differed somewhat in their vegetation types and topographical features, each represented a refuge for
non-game wetland birds during the migration season and, in some cases, during the breeding season.
The relationship between water presence and bird abundance was clear throughout the survey season and is reflected
in our results. The strongest positive relationships exist between abundance and diversity of all guilds in relation to Water
Class 2 (20-60% water coverage on transect) and 1 (>60% coverage) respectively. As many properties began drawing down
in April, with the exception of the SW1 property, we saw a significant decrease in not just waterbirds but all species. Some
of the reduction in numbers and diversity can be attributed to the departure of wintering birds or passage migrant species,
such as most waterfowl and shorebirds. However, this effect should have been somewhat neutralized by the increase in
bird activity and vocalization rates associated with the breeding season. Essentially, while numbers and diversity would be
expected to go down, overall detectability went up due to breeding activity. In contrast, far lower numbers of birds were
documented in Rounds 2 and 3 than in Round 1, but higher
diversity was documented during Round 2, indicative of
incoming breeders and higher detectability rates. With only
20 of the species documented in Round 1 being wintering
birds (e.g., White-throated Sparrow) or passage migrants (e.g.,
Pectoral Sandpiper), we suggest that WRPs should be examined
for the habitat they provide for resident and breeding birds as
well.
Due to the management focus of most WRPs on
waterfowl, winter and spring migration habitat is suitably
provided for other waterbird species by proxy. High coverage
of standing water remained on many properties throughout
April, but with most landowners initiating draw-down in midApril, water was scarce by the end of May. Wetland-obligate
species such as Rails and Bitterns require some standing water
for foraging throughout their yearly cycle. Therefore, while
the surveyed WRPs provided suitable migration habitat for
wetland-dependent species in April, there was a significant
shrinkage in available breeding habitat by the end of May. The major exception to this was the SW1 property, which retained
water into June and which had high numbers of breeding waterbirds, such as Great Egrets, accordingly. We suggest that in
cases where landowners are interested in recreating natural hydrological cycles, breeding wetland birds may increase.
If WRPs surveys continue in 2015, we suggest that the surveys have two priorities: 1) comparing paired sites with
similar acreage and location but differing water management regimes, and 2) continued landowner outreach. Both priorities
should be examined in the context of an action plan for surveys in each region. For example, outreach opportunities have
typically been more forthcoming in the Central Missouri region than in the Bootheel, but the importance of the large WRPs in
the Bootheel for all-species conservation can not be overstated. During the 2014 season, MRBO staff developed very positive
relationships with the landowners who agreed to be contacted via phone, email or in person. MRBO Assistant Director Ethan
Duke met personally with Bill SW1, the Central1s, the NE1es, Roland Central3, Vaughn Central5, and Michael Central4
during the field season to share results. We welcome any further landowner contact deemed suitable by WET biologists and
landowners themselves.
Survey designs can be developed to serve various conservation strategies and information needs, whether those
be species-specific information requirements, NRCS monitoring needs, or examinations of bird response to management
action. Further opportunities exist in the monitoring realm to conduct pre- and post-restoration bird surveys to assess habitat
suitability in addition to the aforementioned paired-property design.
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Black rail by John James Audubon.
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Introduction For Landowners
The Wetland Reserve Program (WRP) as we know it was initiated as part of the 1990 Farm Bill. The original, and to a great
extent current, priorities of the program were improvements in water quality and soil health. In terms of wildlife, WRP was
primarily designed to increase waterfowl populations along the major migration flyways of the United States. The NRCS
and its state offices have been extremely successful in placing WRP in the most critical locations for migrating waterfowl.
An extremely positive secondary benefit of WRP in Missouri and elsewhere has been the effect on non-game birds of many
species. More than 100 species other than ducks and geese use WRPs as critical wintering, breeding and migration stopover
habitat. Approximately 90% of Missouri’s historic wetlands have been lost since settlement; one can imagine the reduction
in numbers of waterfowl and other birds that has occurred over the past 200 years. WRPs therefore represent an untold
contribution to ecological diversity, while at the same time providing excellent recreational opportunities. Also, WRPs
support far more than just birds; they are also crucial for amphibians and many reptiles and mammals.
Most WRPs continue to be managed primarily for waterfowl. This type of management, which often includes
drawing water off the land in late spring, results in habitat that is good for wintering and migrating non-game birds as well
as ducks and geese. However, many wetland species that are rare and declining, such as the former game birds Yellow and
King Rail, require some standing water all year round to forage. Their preferred habitat, known as emergent marsh due to
the water-friendly vegetation that grows up from a few inches of standing water, is still relatively scarce in Missouri. On
the positive side, drawn-down WRPs do tend to provide grassland habitat for breeding prairie birds, another group that is in
serious conservation trouble.
The Missouri River Bird Observatory (MRBO) is dedicated to conservation of all bird species and has been
surveying Missouri’s wetland birds for three years. In 2012, we began bird surveys using a US Fish and Wildlife Service
national protocol that mainly targeted threatened and endangered marsh birds. Survey points were chosen randomly and
so did not always fall in suitable habitat; this made the already-rare species even more difficult to find. This year, we at
MRBO approached the NRCS to request ten WRPs that we could survey using a new and improved approach. We covered
the emergent marsh portions of each property extensively by walking line transects and recording every bird seen and heard.
Fourteen WRP landowners gave permission for surveys; we were able to survey nine of these properties three times and four
properties twice. A few of these WRPs were ones we had surveyed in 2012 and 2013.
The 2014 surveys were funded and staffed by MRBO biologists with some financial assistance from the Audubon
Society of Missouri. The intent of the 2014 season was to demonstrate to the NRCS and to you, the landowner, how birds
respond to the habitat you have placed on the ground and how important your WRP is to a variety of bird species. All of the
bird data we gathered on your property is available to you in this summary report and in more detail on-line. (Information
for your property can not be accessed by any one other than yourself or the NRCS). If you have any questions, comments,
or need guidance in navigating the on-line data, please do not hesitate to contact us at dana.ripper@mrbo.org, ethan.duke@
mrbo.org, or by calling Ethan or Dana directly at 660-886-8788.

Most of Missouri’s wetlands have been lost to development or agriculture, resulting in a large reduction in habitat for many
bird species. Here, you can see an altered former wetland area in the Bootheel and the important WRP just next door.

Bootheel1
Type of bird
Waterbirds
Waterfowl
Marshbirds
All Species

Round 1
112
188
10
379

Round 2
62
6
0
180

Round 3
2
1
0
86

Total
176
195
10
645

The Bootheel1 WRP was surveyed during all three
rounds in 2014: Round 1 (April), Round 2 (May) and
Round 3 (June). Surveying during these different
periods provides a snapshot of bird use during migration
and breeding season. The Bootheel1 WRP is essentially
a migration mecca for waterbirds, songbirds, and
waterfowl during spring. The flooded areas provided
habitat for numerous sandpipers and plovers. Areas
with upland grasses that still retained standing water harbored numerous waterbirds, including the threatened
American Bittern, as well as prairie bird migrants. Drier upland and wooded areas held numerous songbird
species. Several portions of this WRP contained high-quality emergent marsh and wet prairie interspersed
with sloughs. Even some cropped areas, where they contained water, had large numbers of shorebirds such
as Black-necked Stilt and waterfowl such as Blue-winged Teal. Many of the wet areas also had chorusing
frogs of several species, which is important due to the unsuitability of the surrounding agricultural lands for
amphibians.
Some parts of the Bootheel1 WRP were still wet during the May surveys, as evidenced by the
waterbirds, such as Great Egret and Semi-palmated Sandpiper that were still present in May. Also, many
breeding prairie birds were detected during that survey round. By late June, about half the numbers of birds
were present as seen or heard in May, and less than a quarter of the numbers as documented in April. Most of
the remaining breeding birds were upland or dry prairie species, suggesting that water had become scarce on
the property. Highlights from June included many Dickcissels, a prairie species that is doing well in Missouri
but is heavily persecuted on its wintering grounds in Venezuela. We did detect one Wood Duck in a wooded
pool during June.
Highlights
Overall, this is a quality WRP for migrants, and represents an
The
Bootheel1
WRP contained
extremely important contribution to the Mississippi Flyway due to its size
many migrating shorebirds,
and location in the Bootheel. There is great potential for the Bootheel1
including
Black-necked Stilts.
WRP to increase its conservation value by providing suitable waterbird
(below).
Shorebirds
tended to
breeding habitat.
Grasshopper Sparrow and Dickcissel, two abundant prairie species on the Bootheel1 WRP.
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congregate in patches that still
retained about an inch of water
during the April 16-17 survey
period. Many of these good
habitat patches were near duck
blinds!

ECentral1
Type of bird Round 1 Round 2 Round 3
60
11
2
Waterbirds
Waterfowl
76
10
10
Marshbirds
20
7
1
All Species
261
75
91

Total

The ECentral1 WRP was surveyed during
all three rounds: Round 1 (April), Round 2
(May) and Round 3 (June). Surveying during
these different periods provides a snapshot
of bird use during migration and breeding
season. We surveyed all of the emergent
marsh; very little of the wooded area was
included in our surveys due to our focus on

73
96
28
427

the rarer marsh habitat.
Notes from MRBO surveyors in all three rounds include words like “phenomenal”,
“outstanding”, “premiere” and “picture perfect”. The marsh habitat on the ECentral1 WRP is one of
the best we’ve seen in Missouri in our three years of wetland bird surveys. Especially during the spring
there is an excellent gradation of emergent marsh to wet prairie, intersected by sloughs. The impression
of this WRP as high quality habitat is further supported by the bird species documented on the property.
In April, high numbers of waterfowl and shorebirds were detected, along with several marsh bird species
such as Marsh Wren, Sora, American Coot, and the state-threatened American Bittern.
In May, we documented two Black Rails calling to
each other on the west side of the property. This is
possibly the rarest bird species in Missouri, and little
to nothing is known about its numbers or breeding
habitat in the state. Black Rails are associated with
high quality, undisturbed
marshes in the southern US
Highlights
where they are somewhat
Congratulations to the
ECentral1 family, whose
more common. During
property harbored two Black
this survey round, several
Rails during the May survey.
Green Herons were also
This is one of the rarest birds in
documented, which is significant because this species is showing population
the Midwest.
declines through its range. One Least Bittern (above) was also detected,
another secretive marsh-dwelling species about which little is known.
In June, unfortunately, our surveyor got rained out of the second part
of surveys there and was unable to cross the river to the westernmost side of
the property. On the east side, however, he documented an additional Green
Heron and eight Wood Ducks, indicating that these species are breeding on the
property.
Overall, the ECentral1 WRP represents a highly significant contribution
to bird conservation in the state of Missouri.
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Central1/Eastside Hunting Club
Type of bird Round 1 Round 2 Round 3
58
14
17
Waterbirds
Waterfowl
70
19
3
Marshbirds
8
4
5
All Species
231
43
72

Total
89
92
17
346

The Central1/East Side Hunting Club WRP was
surveyed during all three rounds in 2014: Round
1 (April), Round 2 (May) and Round 3 (June).
Surveying during these different periods provides a
snapshot of bird use during migration and breeding
season.
We surveyed two areas on this WRP in 2014.
The area north of Yellow Creek is more modern in
design then that to the south, capitalizing on the natural topography. Nearly 60 acres of this area is high
quality marsh habitat with heterogeneity of wetland plant diversity and distribution.
During the first survey round on the north area, open water areas were packed with migrating
waterfowl and hosted Black Terns. The edges held large groups of shorebird species as well as American
Coots. Sora were found on the eastern side of the tract in the wet prairie areas some distance from the
emergent marsh. Water levels remained consistent for the second round of surveys, which took place on the
evening of May 17th. Notable species using the area included; Sora, Sandpipers, and Mallards and Bluewinged teal. The north area was not surveyed in the third round, due to logistical constraints.
The south units consist of several pools with water control structures and encompass approximately
125 acres of wetland. Due to the aspect of topography of the south area and abrupt levees created earlier
in its management history, it tends to have large pools of standing water that gradate into wet prairie to the
north.
During the first survey round on the south area, large groups of shorebirds were foraging along the
south east edges. Hundreds of Barn, Bank, Northern Rough-wing and Tree Swallows foraged over the open
water, where groups of Blue-winged Teal and Northern Shoveler were found in good number. Along the
southern edge Virginia Rails were detected in both 2012 and in 2014. Only the western half of the area was
surveyed during the second round. There area was still largely dominated
by open water, which held Wood Ducks and Geese along with foraging
Highlights
Common Nighthawks and an otter. The third, more complete survey was
The East Side Hunting Club
conducted during the end of June. Large numbers of Great Egrets and Great
provided habitat for many
Blue Herons were found. A Least Bittern and Green Herons were also
migrating shorebirds, and
documented as indiBootheel2rs that this property supports breeding marsh
had the highest number of
birds.
Pectoral Sandpipers of any
A third area was not surveyed, but visited with the landowners. This
property.
area is north of Yellow Creek and surrounded by secondary bottomland
forest. It contains high quality marsh and successional pockets of willow.
Wood Ducks and Hooded Mergansers were seen and are known to
successfully nest on the property. This section is arguably one of the best
quality marshes of its type in the state. Future surveys there would be
desireable.
Unlike many properties surveys, both areas maintained water levels
to provide breeding habitat for waterbirds and waterfowl. The importance of
this property for breeding marsh birds cannot be overstated.
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ECentral2
Type of bird Round 1 Round 2 Round 3
9
1
4
Waterbirds
Waterfowl
90
11
1
Marshbirds
3
0
3
All Species
193
29
17

Total
14
102
6
239

The ECentral2 WRP was surveyed during all three rounds in
2014: Round 1 (April), Round 2 (May) and Round 3 (June).
Surveying during these different periods provides a snapshot of
bird use during migration and breeding seasons. The ECentral2
property provided good waterbird habitat throughout all three
rounds, as water was retained on the land even through June.
This is unusual amongst WRPs, and the positive benefits to
breeding birds cannot be overstated. The presence of water
contributed to the detection of a Virginia Rail in June, one of
only four documented during the entire 2014 season.
During the April survey, the ECentral2 WRP displayed
excellent emergent marsh on the west side while the northern
and southeastern pool harbored relatively high numbers of Northern Shovelers and Blue-winged Teal. A
Green Heron was also observed.
In May, there was still knee-deep water in many places, with emergent grasses and some shrub
cover bordering the pools. The northern part of the WRP was covered by water with bulrush and sedges
surrounding the pool. Highlights from this survey round include several Eastern Meadowlarks, a Great Blue
Heron, and several waterfowl.
In June, our surveyor provided an extremely enthusiastic account of the ECentral2 WRP. He writes:
“This property was fantastic, with a lot higher water than most WRPs I’ve surveyed this June. The wet
transects were bounded by grasslands, where I heard a Prairie Warbler
singing. In the western portion of the WRP, I stumbled upon a very
Highlights
Several Green Herons were
secretive species, the Virginia Rail, causing it to flush. The river splitting the
detected on the ECentral2
property was higher from the recent rain, and had a lot of trees and stumps
property, which is significant
clogging water flow near the bridge. The marsh on the southeastern side of
because this species is
the property of this had fairly low bird activity during this visit, but Tree
undergoing declines throughout
Swallows and Killdeer were seen and heard there. Great Blue Herons were
its breeding range.
heard calling and sighted as well. Yellow-breasted Chats, Indigo Buntings,
Lark Sparrows, and other shrub birds were spotted along the river. Redwinged Blackbirds were flying throughout the marsh areas, and there were
several ducks still present”. Three Green Herons were also documented on
the June survey.
While the ECentral2 WRP is relatively small in comparison to some
properties surveyed, it currently provides sustained high-quality habitat for
waterbirds, and is unique in its retention of water throughout the breeding
season. Few other properties contained marsh-dwelling species such as
Green Heron throughout the survey season.
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Central2
Type of bird
Waterbirds
Waterfowl
Marshbirds
All Species

Round 2 Round 3

Total

4

5

9

0

1

1

0

1

1

42

178

220

The Central2 property (“The Crossing”)
contains a double-oxbow, one that has been
completely restored – approximately 1½ mile
of deep oxbow. The other is smaller, and is
hidden within a timbered area just north of
Grand River, south of the restored oxbow. This
tract also has several restored pools along with
the creative levees to hold manageable water
conditions. The area drains through April and is
usually dry by the end of May, with the exception of the areas near levees or impoundments.
The transect covering the north oxbow and 200 meters south were dominated by wetland plants
and succession stands of willow. This type of wetland would lend itself to support American and Least
Bitterns where the small tree/shrub component gradates to emergent marsh.
The three south transects are comprised of wet prairie, which dries by late May. These areas
support prairie birds of conservation concern such as Dickcissel and Bell’s Vireo. On our first visit at the
beginning of May of 2014, we documented migrant Swamp Sparrows on most of the property, and many
Dickcissels. On our second visit towards the end of June we detected additional species which require
wetland habitat, including Green Heron (below center) and Great Egret.
We were unable to survey during the first of three rounds, but we had surveyed The Crossing in all
three rounds in 2012— using the USFWS protocol of point counts. A complete list of all birds detected
was documented at the landowner’s request in 2012. In early April and May, this property provides habitat
for Bitterns, Herons, Shorebirds, and flocks of passerines. A nesting pair of
Bald Eagles has been documented in both 2012 and 2014. Over 50 species
Highlights
were documented in one visit in April of 2012.
Since surveys occured on the
Central2 property in May and
As with other properties, the potential for provided breeding season
June, we did not detect as
habitat for our declining wetland species is great. Some of the best emergent
many marsh-obligate species
marsh is found in the middle of the property, south of the main oxbow. If
as on previous years’ surveys
water persisted
on this property. However, we
there through the
documented many breeding
Bell’s Vireo, a prairie species of
breeding season,
conservation concern for which
greater diversity
Missouri is its core stronghold.
of emergent plants
could establish
and support a
greater diversity of
waterfowl and other
waterbirds.
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Bootheel3
Type of bird Round 1 Round 2 Round 3
81
3
4
Waterbirds
Waterfowl
41
2
0
Marshbirds
27
3
0
All Species
274
145
157

Total
88
43
30
576

The Bootheel3 WRP was surveyed during all three
rounds in 2014: Round 1 (April), Round 2 (May) and
Round 3 (June). Surveying during these different
periods provides a snapshot of bird use during
migration and breeding seasons.
While foot access to many of the transects on
this property proved challenging, it was well worth the
effort. Due to its large size, this WRP contains a large
variety of different habitat types, including emergent
marsh, sloughs, thickets, sapling and mature woods, and
cropped areas. Many portions of the property contained
excellent gradations of shallow pools, emergent marsh,
and wet prairie. During the April surveys, water was
retained on many areas, and these areas contained
the highest diversity and density of birds. American
bitterns were flushed out of marsh areas and wet sapling
woods, shorebirds and ducks were abundant in shallow
pools, and high densities of Swamp Sparrow (left) were
documented in several areas. During April surveys, we
noted that the very southeastern portion of the property
is suffering from sumac encroachment; even in early spring this area did not contain much standing water,
allowing additional sumac growth. We would recommend a controlled burn in that area if feasible.
May and June surveys showed a decrease in both numbers and diversity of birds, but the Bootheel3
property still contained more birds during these survey rounds than most other WRPs we surveyed. Again,
due to its size and diversity of habitat, many breeding birds were supported by the Bootheel3 WRP even
though many parts of the property became dry during the early summer
months. Prairie birds such as Dickcissel, Bell’s Vireo, and Yellow-breasted
Highlights
Chat were present during the breeding season. We also detected several
Multiple American Bitterns
waterbirds, including Great Blue Heron, Green Heron, and Common
were detected in woody areas
Yellowthroat, a songbird that prefers wet prairie habitat.
with standing water on the
This WRP currently contains many acres of prime marsh habitat,
Bootheel3 WRP.
especially in spring. The marshes and wet prairies provide crucial winter
and migration habitat for birds in the Bootheel, which is especially important
given the agricultural landscape of the region. Retention of more water,
if possible, would ensure large areas of breeding habitat for waterbirds
throughout the summer.
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Bootheel2
Type of bird
Waterbirds
Waterfowl
Marshbirds
All Species

Round 1 Round 2 Round 3

Total

182

1

0

183

352

0

0

352

83

0

0

83

602

49

42

693

Bootheel2 was surveyed during all three rounds in 2014:
Round 1 (April), Round 2 (May) and Round 3 (June).
Surveying during these different periods provides a
snapshot of bird use during migration and breeding season.
During April surveys, Bootheel2 had the highest
number of detections in the marshbird guild of any
property during any round. Most of these detections
were American Coot (76 of 82), a relatively common but
nonetheless declining marshbird species, but we also detected American Bittern, Least Bittern, and several Piedbilled Grebes. Many shorebirds used the area during this migration period, including Lesser Yellowlegs, Pectoral
Sandpiper, and Solitary Sandpiper. Many of the emergent marsh areas were densely packed with waterbird
species of all kinds, and shorebirds and waterfowl were abundant in the flooded crop/marsh area near the central
duck blind.
During the April 18th survey visit, the water was just beginning to be drawn down and sheetwater and
pools were still prevalent on much of the property. Loss of water is likely one of the factors that contributed to a
sharp decrease in bird detections during Round 2 and 3 surveys. Some of the loss in numbers can be explained
by duck movement north, however, the remaining territorial breeding birds were more vocal in May and June and
we are surprised by the low numbers. One remaining wetland-dependent bird, Swamp Sparrow, was detected in
May; no other waterbird species were detected during May and June surveys, suggesting that the lack of water on
the area contributed to low numbers of breeding birds. Data from all properties indicate that even non-wetland
obligate species are more abundant in moist or wet areas throughout the breeding season.
Bootheel2 ’s position near Duck Creek Conservation Area
and Mingo National Wildlife Refuge makes this WRP an important
contribution to the overall wetland complex. With management currently
Highlights
taking into account both waterfowl and migrating shorebirds, Bootheel2
Bootheel2 had by far the highest
provides habitat during spring for marsh-dependent birds and other
concentrations of Nothern
waterbirds; this property has serious potential for providing quality habitat
Shovelers and Blue-winged Teal
for wetland birds during the breeding season as well.
of any property surveyed this
year. Even much larger properties
did not have the overall waterfowl
The photo to the right, used for
numbers of Bootheel2.
the introduction to all landowners,
was taken from Bootheel2’s levee
in April. The difference between
this land and that of Bootheel2’s
emergent marsh, flooded forest,
and wet prairie underscores the
importance of this WRP on the
landscape.
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Central3/Bosworth hunting Club
Type of bird Round 1 Round 2 Round 3
119
58
9
Waterbirds
Waterfowl
280
13
0
Marshbirds
13
11
2
All Species
432
99
78

Total
186
293
26
609

The Bosworth Hunting Club was surveyed during
all three rounds in 2014: Round 1 (April), Round 2
(May) and Round 3 (June). Surveying during these
different periods provides a snapshot of bird use
during migration and breeding season. Our surveys
focused on the marshes that cover most of this
WRP; the wooded area on the southwest corner of

the property was not included in surveys.
This property contains a nice diversity of emergent marsh, open water, sloughs, and wet prairie.
The April round of surveys resulted in large numbers of shorebirds and waterbirds documented. Pectoral
Sandpipers and Greater and Lesser Yellowlegs were seen in large numbers, and this was the only property
surveyed where Short-billed Dowitchers were seen this year. Several Sora were documented, as well as one
Virginia Rail.
Shorebirds, including Dunlin, Greater Yellowlegs, Least Sandpiper and Pectoral Sandpiper, continued
to use the property into May, indicating that this WRP provides wetland bird habitat outside of migration.
Water retention and associated wet marsh habitat are not found on most WRPs surveys after April, but
Bosworth contained water throughout the survey season.
In both April and May, Marsh Wrens were detected on Bosworth, representing four of the 12 total
records of this species across all WRPs in 2014. Other important observations from the breeding season
(May – June) portion of the survey include a Black-crowned Night-Heron (below left; one of only two
detected during 2014 surveys), Wood Ducks, Pied-billed Grebe, Great Blue Herons and two Yellow-crowned
Night-Herons (below right; the only representatives of this species documented in
Highlights
2014).
Bosworth Hunting Club
This is truly an excellent WRP that provides diverse, well-managed habitats
displayed outstanding
for wetland birds. Waterbirds were sustained in higher numbers in May and June
numbers
and diversity of
than on any other property in Missouri, indicating the importance and management
waterfowl and shorebirds as
quality of this property for breeding birds.
well as containing several
target marsh bird species.
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Central4
Type of bird
Waterbirds
Waterfowl
Marshbirds
All Species

Round 2 Round 3

Total

6

1

7

4

0

4

0

0

0

34

17

51

The Central4 property contains about 13
acres of emergent marsh with some shrub
component. The land is sandwiched between
bottomland forest on the banks of Locust
Creek and Fountain Grove Conservation Area.
This area is highly prone to flooding, some
of which may be do to drainage of Fountain
Grove. Water management is difficult if not
impossible.
We were only able to conduct surveys on this WRP during Round 2 (May) and Round 3 (June).
These surveys yielded several Great Egrets that were foraging along the shallow open water edges, Willow
Flycatchers, and many other species. To our surprise, no marshbirds were detected.
Spring flooding could have set back the emergent marsh cover, as much of the area was mud, with
robust emergent perennial vegetation occurring only in small pockets. This area could be threatened by
cultural eutrophication as a result of Locust Creek and upstream regimes affecting it.
Despite the challenges of the property, it has remained intact as a quality marsh through good
stewardship. The landowners were a pleasure to speak with and from them we were able to glean some key
perspectives on management of this unique property. Among other efforts, they have battled invasive species
and have encouraged native plants and trees.

Highlights
The Central4 WRP contained
several breeding Willow
Flycatchers, a species of
conservation concern.
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NE1
Type of bird
Waterbirds
Waterfowl
Marshbirds
All Species

Round 1 Round 3

Total

39

1

40

30

1

31

6

0

6

100

27

127

Due to its relatively isolated location, we were only able to visit the NE1
WRP in Round 1 (April) and Round 3 (June) of the survey season. This
gave us a snapshot of bird activity during the migration and breeding
seasons.
Precisely because of its location in a partially wooded, partially
agricultural landscape, the NE1 property represents a unique contribution
to wetland conservation in northeast Missouri. Wetland-dependent
birds migrating through the area have this WRP available as a re-fueling location a landscape that, from our
observations, had few to no nearby wetlands.
The NE1es’ property was surveyed first on April 26th, and there were still a relatively high number
of migrating shorebirds using the wetland. Unfortunately, this survey occurred very soon after draw-down
was initiated and by the time we visited the property much of the water had already receded. Due to the
topographical context of this WRP, the higher ground dried out quickly; the wetland birds that were present
were concentrated in the remaining pool area. In this relatively small area, we documented Pectoral Sandpipers
(lower right photo), Greater and Lesser Yellowlegs, Blue-winged Teal, and one of very few Pied-billed Grebes
(lower left photo) detected during the 2014 surveys.
During the June breeding season period, several prairie birds were seen and heard within the WRP area,
including Dickcissel, Field Sparrow and Common Yellowthroat. The latter is a good indiBootheel2r species
for wet prairie habitat. The continued presence of Great Blue Heron and Wood Duck suggests that the WRP’s
quality was not entirely diminished by extremely low water levels.
Like many WRPs surveyed in 2014, we suggest that the NE1 property retain water for as long as
possible into the breeding season. The property is extremely well-situated to assist late migrants as well as
potentially host several breeding waterbird species.
Highlights
Many shorebirds were
observed using the marsh
and emerging mudflats
during the April migration
period.
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ECentral3
Type of bird Round 1 Round 2 Round 3
30
2
2
Waterbirds
Waterfowl
99
15
0
Marshbirds
2
2
2
All Species
185
38
31

Total
34
114
6
254

We were able to survey the ECentral3 WRP during
all three rounds in 2014: Round 1 (April), Round 2
(May) and Round 3 (June). Surveying during these
different periods provides a snapshot of bird use during
migration and breeding season.
The ECentral3 property consists of two units
adjacent and parallel. The majority of the south (25
acre) unit is emergent marsh of high quality. The north
(7 acre) pond has some edge emergent vegetation and a small island. Target species, Sora, Green Heron,
Pied-billed Grebe and Swamp Sparrow, were detected on the property. Numerous ducks and geese were also
documented on site.
Two of the seven Pied-billed Grebes detected on 2014 surveys were detected on the ECentral3
property. These birds have an affinity for open water with nearby emergent cover and were found in the north
unit.
The south unit has a long slough, well contoured to anchor emergent marsh vegetation. Moist soils and
a high degree of vegetative interspersion make this property an ideal wetland. This main slough was packed
with dabbling ducks and geese in the early part of the season. At the same time, along the edges and in the
shallower marsh, several Sora Rails and Swamp Sparrows were detected.
Water levels remained high during the second round of surveys towards the end of May. Detections of
all marsh birds, waterfowl and waterbirds showed a marked decrease later in the season— with the exception
of Green Heron (below), Great Egret, Pied-billed Grebe, and Wood Duck.
As with other properties, this property supported marsh and
waterbirds during the the migration period, but not throughout the
Highlights
breeding season. This typically occurs when water levels drop as the
Very few Pied-billed Grebes
result of draining or natural causes. In this instance, flooding may have
were detected during 2014
resulted in conditions not conducive to the generation of robust stands of
surveys in Missouri, but the
emergent plants.
ECentral3 property had two.
This is a small wetland bird
that requires open water with
emergent marsh edge.
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SW1
Type of bird Round 1 Round 2 Round 3
131
7
46
Waterbirds
Waterfowl
77
0
9
Marshbirds
12
1
1
All Species
270
36
167

Total
184
86
14
473

The SW1 WRP was surveyed during all three rounds
in 2014: Round 1 (April), Round 2 (May) and Round
3 (June). Surveying during these different periods
provides a snapshot of bird use during migration and
breeding seasons. We also made one additional survey
visit in early July.
This remarkable property hosted many migrant,
resident and breeding birds on several different habitat types. Though we concentrated survey effort on the
emergent marsh portions of the SW1 property, there is also a notable amount of grassland and forest habitat
surrounding and intersecting the WRP.
In April, we documented several species of waterfowl and shorebirds, as well as the target species
Black-crowned Night Heron, Virginia Rail, Sora and American Bittern. This was also the only property where
a King Rail was detected in 2014. The diversity of migrant shorebirds using the WRP was high, and included
Wilson’s Phalarope, Greater and Lesser Yellowlegs, and Least Sandpiper.
During May surveys, the property was quieter than at other times in the survey season. This likely
represents the lull between the high numbers and diversity of migration and the high vocalization and nesting
activity period of the breeding season.
During both the April and June surveys, large numbers
of Great Egrets (lower left photo) were documented, as were
Highlights
congregating Great Blue Herons in June. These sightings suggest
It is difficult to provide a summary of
that there is a heron rookery on or near the WRP; breeding
bird highlights on the SW1 property,
individuals were observed using the WRP for foraging in June. We
as there were many. During the first
also noted several territorial Prothonotary Warblers on the woodland
survey round, both King and Virginia
Rails were detected, species not found
edges of the WRP and nine breeding Wood Ducks.
on any other survey property. Later in
The size, location, and diversity of the SW1 WRP make it a
the season, this WRP retained water,
critical wetland area in western Missouri. We had the pleasure of
providing
very rare habitat for marshspeaking with the SW1s on several
obligate birds. Because of this, many
occasions and their management
herons and egrets remained on the
philosophies and goals appear
property during the breeding season.
quite progressive and potentially
very beneficial to non-game birds
as well as waterfowl. The best
example of this is the retention
of water throughout the breeding
season months of May to July. This
provided a rare refuge for breeding
waterbird species at a time when most
managed wetlands held little water.
This WRP is an excellent example
of stewardship and all-species
management.
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Central5
Type of bird
Waterbirds
Waterfowl
Marshbirds
All Species

Round 2 Round 3

Total

30

3

33

17

1

18

0

0

0

102

57

159

The Central5 property, “Pintail Marsh”, contains
about 60 acres of emergent marsh and is on the
banks of ditch leading down from Pershing State
Park known as Parson’s Creek. Aside from target
species American Bittern and Sora, the property
was packed with many bird species. Other notables
include Black-billed Cuckoo, Willow Flycatcher,

Bell’s Vireo, and several shorebirds.
Due to logistic constraints, this property was survey only during Round 2 (May) and Round 3
(June) of surveys. During the middle of May, an American Bittern was flushed on the northeast corner of
the property and flew a short distance off of the property to the northeast. A Sora was also detected nearby.
Although neither of these target species were included in the analysis because they were both detected
off transect they do indicate the high probably of this property fulfilling the birds breeding season habitat
requirements, if conditions for wetland vegetative growth persisted.
The habitat was dominated by smartweed with large mudflats early in the season as was reflected
in the target species detections. Later in the season, no marsh birds were found and there was little strong
growth of emergent marsh vegetation. Great Blue Herons were documented in the end of June, as well as
several grassland species, including Willow Flycatchers, Bell’s Vireos, and Eastern Meadowlarks. Also
of note, Prothonotary Warblers (below) were detected, likely nesting in the wooded southern boundary
area. The borders of the property and the wetland edges hosted numerous passerines during migration and
breeding season.
Highlights
This WRP continued to provide
habitat for waterbirds in May
and June, including Swamp
Sparrows, Great Blue Herons,
and Wood Ducks.
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landowner information access & Non-target Species Codes
Common Name
Code
Acadian Flycatcher
ACFL
American Crow
AMCR
American Goldfinch
AMGO
American Tree Sparrow ATSP
Bald Eagle
BAEA
Baltimore Oriole
BAOR
Barn Swallow
BARS
Barred Owl
BDOW
Bell’s Vireo
BEVI
Belted Kingfisher
BEKI
Black Tern
BLTE
Black-bellied Plover
BBPL
Black-billed Cuckoo
BBCU
Black-capped Chickadee BCCH
Blackbird species
BLBI
Blue Jay
BLJA
Blue-gray Gnatcatcher BGGN
Blue-winged Teal
BWTE
Brown Thrasher
BRTH
Brown-headed Cowbird BHCO
Canada Goose
CANG
Carolina Chickadee
CACH
Carolina Wren
CARW
Cattle Egret
CAEG
Cliff Swallow
CLSW
Common Grackle
COGR
Common Nighthawk
CONI
Common Tern
COTE
Common Yellowthroat COYE
Dickcissel
DICK
Downy Woodpecker
DOWO
Duck - Unidentifiable Duck spp.
Dunlin
DUNL
Eastern Bluebird
EABL
Eastern Kingbird
EAKI
Eastern Meadowlark
EAME
Eastern Phoebe
EAPH
Eastern Towhee
EATO
Eastern Tufted Titmouse ETTI
Eastern Wood-Pewee
EAWP
Eurasian Collared-Dove EUCD
European Starling
EUST
Field Sparrow
FISP
Fish Crow
FICR

Gadwall
GADW
Grasshopper Sparrow GRSP
Gray Catbird
GRCA
Great Crested Flycatcher GCFL
Great Horned Owl
GHOW
Greater White-fronted
Goose
GWFG
Green-winged Teal
GWTE
Hairy Woodpecker
HAWO
Horned Lark
HOLA
House Wren
HOWR
Indigo Bunting
INBU
Killdeer
KILL
Lark Sparrow
LASP
Least Flycatcher
LEFL
Lincoln’s Sparrow
LISP
Louisiana Waterthrush LOWA
Mallard
MALL
Mourning Dove
MODO
Northern Bobwhite
NOBO
Northern Cardinal
NOCA
Northern Harrier
NOHA
Northern Mockingbird NOMO
Northern Parula
NOPA
Northern Rough-winged
Swallow
NRWS
Northern Shoveler
NSHO
Orchard Oriole
OROR
Palm Warbler
PAWA
Pileated Woodpecker
PIWO
Prothonotary Warbler PROW
Purple Martin
PUMA
Red-bellied Woodpecker RBWO
Red-eyed Vireo
REVI
Red-headed WoodpeckerRHWO
Red-shouldered Hawk RSHA
Red-winged Blackbird RWBL
Redhead
REDH
Rose-breasted Grosbeak RBGR
Ruby-crowned Kinglet RCKI
Ruddy Duck
RUDU
Sandhill Crane
SACR
Savannah Sparrow
SAVS
Song Sparrow
SOSP
Tree Swallow
TRES

Turkey Vulture
TUVU
Warbling Vireo
WAVI
Western Meadowlark
WEME
White-breasted Nuthatch WBNU
White-eyed Vireo
WEVI
White-throated Sparrow WTSP
Wild Turkey
WITU
Willow Flycatcher
WIFL
Wood Duck
WODU
Yellow Warbler
YEWA
Yellow-billed Cuckoo YBCU
Yellow-breasted Chat YBCH
Yellow-headed Blackbird
YHBL
Yellow-throated Vireo YTVI

To view all the results of the
surveys conducted on your
property, go to:
www.mrbo.org/yourname/
If I am John Smith, my page
would be located at
www.mrbo.org/smith/
All information is passwordprotected for your privacy.
Your password is the last four
characters of your NRCS
agreement number.
Your personal results page
includes charts and maps of all
species detected on your property
in each survey round, as well
as maps of where the survey
transects were located. Refer to
this species code list and the list
on the following page as a key to
the bird codes on your maps.
If you have any questions, please
do not hestitate to contact Ethan
or Dana at the Missouri River
Bird Observatory.
dana.ripper@mrbo.org
ethan.duke@mrbo.org
660-886-8788

Target Waterbird Species
Wading Birds
Great Blue Heron
Great Egret
Little Blue Heron
Snowy Egret

Code
GBHE
GREG
LBHE
SNEG

Other
Double-crested Cormorant DCCO
Prothonotary Warbler
PROW
Swamp Sparrow
SWSP

Shorebirds
Black-necked Stilt
Black-bellied Plover
Dunlin
Greater Yellowlegs

Code
BNST
BBPL
DUNL
GRYE

Marshbirds
American Bittern1
American Coot
Black-crowned Night Heron
Black Rail1

Code
AMBI
AMCO
BCNH
BLRA

Least Sandpiper

LESA

Green Heron

GRHE

Lesser Yellowlegs
Pectoral Sandpiper
Short-billed Dowitcher
Semi-Palmated Sandpiper

LEYE
PESA
SBDO
SESA

King Rail1
Least Bittern1
Marsh Wren
Pied-Billed Grebe

KIRA
LEBI
MAWR
PBGR

Solitary Sandpiper

SOSA

Sora1

SORA

Spotted Sandpiper

SPSA

Virginia Rail

VIRA

Wilson’s Phalarope

WIPH

Wilson’s Snipe

WISN

Yellow-crowned Night Heron

YCNH

Yellow Rail1

YERA

1

Indicates species for which audio playback trials were performed.
Bold type indicates species of high conservation concern, due to small populations and/or continuing declines.
1

Research and Conservation of Waterbirds
The species listed above may be collectively classified as waterbirds. They are dependent upon the presence
of water for most or all of their yearly life cycle. Many of these species are state or federally endangered,
such as Black Rail and American Bittern. Most of the species in the marshbird category are extremely
hard to find, and are not typically detected during most scientific studies of wetland birds. In order to
continue learning about their populations and habitat use, wetland bird researchers have begun conducting
more intensive surveys and using novel methods for eliciting responses. In this case, we have used audio
broadcasts of some target species’ vocalizations in hopes of increasing our detections of them. Some of
these species, such as King Rail and American Bittern, have been found to respond only rarely to these
audio broadcasts and so we are still left “combing the marshes”. At this time, there are at most 10 to 12
pairs of King Rails known to be breeding in Missouri. Until we can get a handle on the numbers of these
rare species, and determine what constitutes the highest quality habitat for them, we cannot ensure their
conservation. Private wetlands in Missouri, coupled with some of the state and federally owned wetlands,
represent the greatest hope for these species’ continued existence.
We thank each and every landowner involved in the
2014 wetland bird surveys, and all WRP landowners
across Missouri. You provide critical habitat for our
state’s wildlife, the importance of which can not be
overstated. Federal and state lands are not enough to
conserve our wetland-dependent species, both game
and non-game. Every piece of well-managed marsh
land provides invaluable habitat and water quality.

THANK YOU!!
King Rail by Missouri photographer Noppadol Paothong.

